Knowledge-First
Empowerment
Academy

Our Philosophy
We believe that Life is not a destination,
but a journey of assembled choices and
decisions made. We further believe that
during our early stages of development,
we acquire our life force; an inner force
that is relentlessly perceiving and acclimating itself to its surroundings. We further believe that it is the conditions of the
psychological influences received from
our environment during this lifelong process, which assembles our experiences as a
cultivating journey, and uniquely develops
and shapes the essence of our character
and ability.
It is therefore understood that education,
when properly utilized, will unlock doors
and propel us to heights that were heretofore unattainable. We are additionally
convinced that the combination of the
quality of education, along with psychological influences and abilities, becomes
the principal stimulate of what is universally called “destiny.” We realize that
destiny is as fluid as the choices and decisions we make. We recognize that our
destiny is exclusively a matter that we can
control if we will but take that important
first step of self-confidence.
Our goal at Knowledge-First, is to build
this self-confidence through providing the
highest quality of instruction and educational services available. Our students
acquire a personal passion for knowledge;
to create within themselves the ability to
positively influence their destiny, and ultimately, to effectively enhance their lives,
and moreover, to seek the betterment in
the lives of others.
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Wisdom~Honor~Perseverance

“Where We Inspire Greatness!”

KNOWLEDGE-FIRST
EMPOWERMENT ACADEMY

“You cannot dig a hole in a
different place by digging the
same hole deeper”

Knowledge-First is an Empowerment
Center that specializes in preparing learners to meet today’s educational and employment demands and the systemic challenges
of tomorrow. At Knowledge-First, we believe education should not only address the
intellectual capacities, but we consider education a matter of attaining proficiencies
that lead to lifelong resiliency.

Accredited Diploma
accepted at all
Universities and
Vocational Schools
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For additional classes, times and
registration material visit us online at:
www.knowledge-first.org

Whether you are a single parent, or made a
few poor choices or mistakes that made life
difficult. Whether you are taking care of your
family or have a background that has been
holding you back. Obtaining your high school
diploma is the key to unlocking your future!
Do not allow your past experiences decide your
future. It’s not too late to make the decision
that can correct past events. It’s up to
YOU~NOW is time to take control of your
future!
As a member of the National Dropout
Prevention Network, we provide maximum
flexibility to meet individual student needs,
including: a wide array of academic and social
supports, including child care and transportation, open entry to and open exit from program, including small group, online courses
and multiple scheduling options, including
weekend and evening classes.
IT’S TIME TO INVEST IN YOUSELF!
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY ARE WORTH
IT!

We are our brother’s keeper!

NO AGE LIMIT


Students between the ages of 16 and 66

*Personal Hardship: dropped out of school
because of personal or family illness, (2) pregnancy of learner, (3) learner having served
court-ordered judgment, (4) learner who had
to find employment to take care of family and
(5) other extenuating circumstances*

